
Hey Manager Controlling, we are looking for you! Are you open to a position where you can 

combine your qualities as Controller, Manager and MT member? Would you like to do that at a 

socially engaged organisation? Then keep reading!  

 

2024. This was quite the year for you, but fortunately in a positive sense. Developments in 

sustainability followed each other in rapid succession. Less gas was consumed and dog 

snacks were produced even more sustainably. Interesting shifts, which have benefited the 

entire organisation. You are secretly quite proud of that. At the same time, you are fully 

focused on financial (future) scenarios for the organisation. What costs can you further 

optimise, how do you improve processes even more? Meanwhile, out of the corner of your eye, 

you see an e-mail coming in from team Finance. You just spoke to one of the team members 

and are happy to hear that his project is going very well. There is no stopping, and you don’t 

need to. After reading the e-mail, you further elaborate a number of the scenarios and then get 

ready for the MT meeting that is coming up.  

 

 

About the position  

As Manager Controlling and MT member, you have what we call a unique position. You will lead the 
Finance & IT departments and work within a dynamic production environment. As Manager 
Controlling, you are part of the Management Team of the Veendam location.  
  
This position involves working extensively with the Director Global Controller (from the headquarters in 
the USA) and with the Plant Manager in Veendam. You will also manage the Finance & IT team. This 
team consists of two Assistant Controllers, a Junior Controller, a Financial Administrator, an IT 
Coordinator and an ERP Application Coordinator. Plenty of opportunities to use your qualities! Some 
of the tasks and responsibilities belonging to this great position are:  
 

• You will provide management information, including the preparation of periodic management 
reports, such as monthly and annual financial reports and analyses.  

• You are ultimately responsible for proper processing of financial and/or payroll records.  

• You stimulate the self-reliant Finance and IT teams and this gives you energy as well.  

• You are a strategic partner for the management with regard to Finance and Control.  

• You oversee and approve the controlling of the establishment. You will also be responsible for 
optimising and expanding controlling within the branch.  

• You will be responsible for budgeting, forecasting and advising on target setting. 

• You will have regular contact and maintain relationships with the headquarters, for IT, 
infrastructure, accountability and further integration into Wellness Pet Company. 
 

 
Where are you going to work? 
Wellness Pet Company NL, based in Veendam, is a fast-growing high-tech manufacturer of natural 
dog snacks in the premium segment, sold worldwide under the WHIMZEES brand name 
(www.whimzees.com). Wellness Pet Company Netherlands is part of its parent company Wellness Pet 
LLC (USA). Wellness Pet Company is an independent US company that produces high-quality natural 
pet food. 
 
 
Do you have the following?  
You are a controller with integrity, reliability and flexibility. At the same time, you are decisive, 
empathetic and proactive. You also like to transfer that mentality towards your colleagues and your 
team. You enjoy switching between different roles. As an MT member, you look at the full picture and 
not just at the teams under your care. 
 
  
 
 
 



 
Do you also have:  

• An academic degree in Business Economics, Controlling or Accountancy (or related).  

• 3 to 5 years of working experience as a Controller, and preferably experience with ERP 
systems.  

• Interested in deepening and improving business processes.  

• Experience in Internal Controls (AO/IC), management control cycles and costing tools.  

• A good command of the Dutch and English languages.  

• Excellent communication skills, both oral and written.  
 

Yes? Then please respond directly! 
 
 
What do we offer you? 
If you join us, Then you are joining an open organisation that is constantly evolving. And what is also 
quite nice:  

• A gross salary of between €4577 and €7046 based on 40 hours and depending on experience. 

• Minimum 24 and maximum 29 vacation days, depending on your age. 

• Working in an international environment and the opportunity to develop yourself further. 

• Annual activities, such as brunches, barbecues and family days. 

 
 
Applying 
Does this vacancy make your heart beat faster? Then don't wait too long to apply and grab this job 
before someone else takes it.  
  
Applying for a job is very easy: all it takes is three small steps!  

1. Click on 'apply'.  
2. Fill in your details and upload your CV.  
3. Click on send.  

  
For questions about the position and/or the procedure, please contact Esther Jager 
(Consultant at Effectus-HR) at 06-15518203. An assessment and the ability to provide a 
certificate of good behaviour are part of this application procedure. 
 
 
Acquisition 
We consciously and confidently work together with Effectus-HR to fill this vacancy. That is why 
Effectus-HR has been granted exclusivity for this vacancy. Therefore, acquisition in response to this 
vacancy is neither necessary nor desirable. 
 
 
 


